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Project 1: Single Kernel Sorting Technology for Enhancing Scab Resistance and Grain Quality.

1. What major problem or issue is being resolved relevant to Fusarium head blight (scab) and how are you resolving it?

Availability of rapid, non destructive and objective FHB resistance screening methods can enhance the FHB resistant wheat cultivar development process by allowing plant breeders and plant pathologists to screen large number of wheat germplasm in a short period of time. The major focus of our research program is to develop novel FHB resistance screening techniques using near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to enable comprehensive and rapid evaluation of FHB resistance of wheat. Our research also aims to demonstrate the ability of NIRS to detect DON in single wheat kernels.

We developed techniques to determine FHB damage and DON levels in single wheat kernels using our Single Kernel Near-infrared (SKNIR) instrument. Now we are conducting studies to nondestructively determine bulk DON levels in small grain samples and distribution of DON levels among kernels in small kernel samples. We also study single kernel DON variation among kernels along infected wheat spikes using our SKNIR single kernel DON estimation technique.

We are also investigating the use of Fourier Transform Near-infrared Spectroscopy (FTNIR) to determine DON levels and moisture content (MC) of bulk grain samples from FHB nursery trials. These scab nursery samples, especially those from FHB susceptible cultivars, usually have high DON contents as those are grown under heavy disease pressure. This will allow us to estimate bulk DON and MC of grain samples in about 30 seconds and to classify those samples as high or low DON samples at a given moisture content.

We will continue those studies to improve those single kernel and FTNIR bulk DON estimation techniques for comprehensive evaluation of wheat for FHB resistance.

2. List the most important accomplishment and its impact (i.e. how is it being used) to minimize the threat of Fusarium head blight or to reduce mycotoxins. Complete both sections (repeat sections for each major accomplishment):

Accomplishment:

Using Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) we have demonstrated that DON is mostly concentrated in the bran and germ of Fusarium infected wheat kernels and that DON in such kernels interact with the infrared light resulting in different infrared absorption patterns. Therefore, DON present in single kernels can also influence NIR light absorption. This confirms the validity of using NIRS to assess Fusarium damage and DON levels in single wheat kernels.
We have demonstrated that single kernel DON analysis by our SKNIR instrument can be extended to estimate bulk DON levels in small grain samples as well as to study the DON distribution among all kernels as well as among DON containing kernels (DCK) of small kernel samples. This will allow plant breeders to comprehensively evaluate wheat germplasm for FHB resistance levels. Further it will allow us to probe into FHB resistance mechanisms while retaining kernels for further generation advancement.

Our FTNIR studies with bulk grain samples from scab nursery trials showed that bulk DON and moisture levels of grain samples can be estimated rapidly.

**Impact:**

Our SKNIR method to determine FDK % of kernel samples are used to estimate FDK % of wheat samples whenever plant breeders need their samples analyzed. We have also analyzed samples for FDK% for startup research for a new high speed sorting instrument.

The new single kernel analysis techniques can be used to pre-screen wheat breeding lines and cultivars as well as to evaluate efficacy of fungicides or other agronomic practices to control FHB. Further, the single kernel DON distribution among kernels and among DCK in grain samples helps explore the underline FHB resistance mechanisms such as resistance to spread of disease and resistance to DON accumulation.

The FTNIR technique to estimate bulk DON level in grain samples will allow rapid pre-screening of cultivars in scab nursery trials to identify highly susceptible cultivars for culling. This will help reduce the number of samples and costs of laboratory DON analysis as such analyses could be performed on selected low DON cultivars thereby reducing the costs of wheat cultivar evaluation for FHB resistance.
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